Background: Atomic level rotamer libraries for sidechains in proteins have been proposed by several groups. Conformations of side groups in coarsegrained models, on the other hand, have not yet been analyzed, although low resolution approaches are the only efficient way to explore global structural features.
Introduction
The suitable packing of sidechains to maximize hydrophobic contacts and optimize specific inter-residue interactions is important in the overall stability of folded proteins, along with the affinity of the backbone to form hydrogen bonds and therefore assume regular structures. For operational purposes, the prediction of the threedimensional structure of proteins from knowledge of amino acid sequence can be seen as consisting of two processes: the determination of the backbone structure, and the packing of sidechains. These two processes are closely coupled, because of the importance of an optimal sidechain packing for the stability of the backbone fold. As with the larger problem of protein folding, the principal difficulty in sidechain packing is to locate the sidechain conformational states leading to the lowest overall energy of interaction.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the sidechains in protein cores can be generated from knowledge of backbone coordinates with root-mean-square deviations (rmsds) of 1.5-2.0 Å relative to their native state positions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , as summarized in Table 1 . An atomic description of protein structure is adopted in all these studies. On the other hand, the utility of coarse-grained models and simulations has been pointed out in numerous studies [21, 22] , starting from the original work of Levitt and Warshel [23] . Despite the abundance of knowledge-based modeling and simulations of proteins, an automated approach for predicting sidechain positions in coarse-grained models with (approximately) known backbone structure has not been devised but is the aim of the present study.
A study in that direction could serve several purposes. First, it would shed light on the adequacy of estimating sidechain conformation on the basis of a knowledge of backbone fold, exclusively, an approach that relies on the predominance of native backbone fold for determining sidechain packing, as opposed to the prevalence of interior packing for determining backbone architecture. Studies emphasizing the dominant role of backbone fold, and the plasticity or flexibility of sidechain-sidechain interactions exist in the literature (e.g. [24, 25] ), as well as others pointing out, on the contrary, the important role of sidechain packing in tertiary structure determination [26] , in accord with the general premise of Ponder and Richards [13] . Also included in the second group are studies showing the regularity of sidechain-sidechain coordination [27] or the adaptability of the backbone atoms to accommodate required sidechain-sidechain contacts in the core of proteins [28] . An examination of the accuracy of the sidechain positions predicted with a coarse-grained description of the backbone, and an assessment of the sensitivity of sidechain conformations towards shifts in backbone coordinates will be carried out here, which should provide an insight into the interplay between backbone and sidechain preferences. Second, the ability of residue-specific knowledge-based potentials associated with a low resolution model to predict sidechain interaction sites in a coarse-grained model will be tested. The influence of the choice of potentials and the improvements brought about by adopting interaction potentials of increasing complexity will be searched. A broad variety of potentials, ranging from hard-core potentials to residue-specific distance and orientation-dependent potentials will be considered for an assessment of the most important factors in determining the packing of sidechains.
Our recent examination of databank structures with a low resolution model indicates that the packing of sidechains is not random, but exhibits some preferred coordination geometry and directionality [29] . There is a specificity in packing depending on the type of sidechains. This suggests that it is possible to assign a set of most probable isomeric states to sidechains. If so, which factor is more effective in selecting the isomeric conformers -the specific type of amino acid sidechain, or the geometry of the backbone near the attached sidechain? How strong is the dependence on backbone secondary structure? If there is a dependence, does sidechain packing persist irrespective of local changes in the backbone? Furthermore, is there an optimal computational algorithm for accurately packing sidechains, which might also provide some indications about the folding pathway in real proteins? In the present study, a low-resolution approach based on a two-sites-perresidue model (Figure 1 ), coupled with a rotational isomeric states formalism, is proposed for constructing sidechains in structures of known C α -coordinates. The two sites defining the position of the residues are referred to as the backbone (B) and sidechain (S) sites, conveniently identified with the α carbons and sidechain functionally relevant centers, respectively [29] [30] [31] [32] .
Several sidechain rotamer libraries are described in the literature. In Ponder and Richard's library [13] , for example, 17 of the 20 amino acids (omitting Met, Lys and Arg) can be represented by 67 sidechain rotamers, expressed in terms of χ angles. Later, Tuffery et al. [8] updated their library based on a larger database. Vasquez [1] also built a rotamer library of χ angles. A more detailed backbonedependent rotamer library was derived by Dunbrack and Karplus [20] . Later, Dunbrack and Cohen [14] [2] B and C β atoms S atoms 1.25 (1.77) 9 Shenkin et al. [3] B and C β atoms S atoms 1.54 (2.03) 49 Eisenmenger et al. [6] B and other C β C β atoms 0.90 (1.48) 6 Kono and Doi [7] B and C β atoms S atoms 1.10 (1.73) 21 Tuffery et al. [8] B and C β atoms S atoms 1.54 (1.84) 14 Mathiowetz and Goddard [9] C α atoms All atoms 2.31 3 Holm and Sander [10] C 
Folding & Design based on 518 protein chains, using Bayesian statistical analysis. These and other libraries consist of a list of discrete sidechain conformations and their probabilities are determined from their frequency of occurrence in PDB structures [33] . A similar approach is adopted here, based on consideration of several joint probabilities and combinatorial method. The major difference is that a coarsegrained model is explored, and the results are analyzed with a view to answering the questions raised above about the importance of different effects in structure formation, including the choice of energy parameters and computational procedure to rebuild sidechain positions.
This study is composed of two parts. First, the orientational preferences of sidechain virtual bonds with respect to the backbone will be analyzed and a set of sidechain isomeric states (SISs) will be determined for each type of amino acid. Probability distributions of sidechain dihedral angles, bond angles and bond lengths will be examined with this aim, using statistical methods similar to those adopted for extracting backbone conformational preferences and related pseudodihedral potentials from PDB structures [31, 34] . The SISs are based on the preferences of the individual amino acids, examined separately. Backbone conformations near the examined residue only are taken into consideration. Accordingly, the SISs are determined by the so-called short-range interactions along the sequence. Second, the SISs will be tested in a series of proteins for placing sidechains given the α-carbon traces. The possible SISs will be evaluated on the basis of their non-bonded or long-range energies [30] , at this stage. The one having the lowest energy will be compared with the structure determined using X-ray crystallography or NMR. The term long-range energy refers here to interactions between residue pairs sufficiently close in space, but relatively distant (at least five intervening virtual bonds) along the chain sequence. Additionally, improvements in packing, especially in the core, brought about by considering the short-range couplings between backbone and sidechain conformational states, and the directional preferences for S-S pairings [29] will be considered for an assessment of the contribution of more complex selection criteria.
Results and discussion

Sidechain isomeric states
We constructed a SIS library using a virtual bond model consisting of two sites per residue: one on the backbone, identified with the α carbon, and the second on the amino acid sidechain, selected on the basis of the structure and the most distinctive interaction center of the specific amino acid [29, 30] . In our model, l i designates the virtual bond vector pointing from α carbon i-1, C α i-1 , to C α i . θ i is the bond angle between l i and l i+1 , and φ i is the torsional angle of bond l i (Figure 1a) . The probability distributions of these variables defining the backbone degrees of freedom were analyzed previously for each residue type [30] . In the present study, we concentrate on the variables defining the positions and orientations of sidechains.
The position of the i th sidechain S i with respect to the backbone is represented by its bond vector, l i s , pointing from C α i to S i , the angle θ i s between l i and l i s , and the torsional angle φ i s defined by the consecutive four sites C α i-2 ,
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, and S i (Figure 1b) . A library of residue-specific SISs consisting of the most probable l i s , θ i s and φ i s values for each type of amino acid is formed (Table 2 ). In view of the strong dependence of the SIS on the backbone conformation [5, 14, 20] , results are presented separately for three different types of backbone structures -α helix, β strand and 'other'. These three subsets are classified on the basis of the dihedral angles of C α -C α virtual bonds as 30°≤ φ i ≤ 90° for α helices, 150°≤ φ i ≤ 270° for β strands and the remainder for other.
The dihedral angles of the SISs are presented in Table 2 in terms of their values relative to the torsional angle of the preceding backbone bond along the chain, that is
For a perfect tetrahedral bond, the difference ∆φ i s is fixed and equal to ± 120° (-120° or 240° for the D-form) [31, 34] . But, in the virtual bond model, residue-specific deviations up to ± 90° occur, as can be seen from Table 2 . Such deviations become particularly pronounced as a larger number of real bonds are represented by the sidechain virtual bond.
The sidechain virtual bond lengths were determined from the peak (or peaks) of the monomodal (or bimodal) Gaussian distribution curves for l i s . For illustrative purposes, the database-extracted normalized distributions, and the corresponding best-fitting curves for the sidechain bond lengths of a few residues, are shown in Figure 2 . In cases where two peaks were observed, the corresponding bond lengths have been designated as l 1 and l 2 , the former being the more probable. The complete list of the most probable l i s values for all types of residues is presented in Table 3 , along with their covariances and statistical weights (see the Materials and methods section). The majority of the SISs listed in Table 2 assume the bond lengths l 1 , as indicated in the second column. Those having bond lengths l 2 are marked with an asterisk.
The torsional angles and bond angles of the SISs were obtained using the grid search method, taking account of the couplings between the two degrees of freedom, ∆φ i s and θ i s , as described in the Materials and methods section. As no coupling to geometric variables other than the two sidechain geometry parameters ∆φ i s and θ i s were taken into consideration, the present set of SISs is referred to as that resulting from short-range first order effects. The backbone geometry is considered in a rather coarse-grained way. For illustrative purposes, we present here the maps obtained for Leu ( Figure 3 ) and Asp ( Figure 4 ). In these figures, the doublet probabilities P A (θ s , ∆φ s ) for the joint occurrence of the variables (θ s , ∆φ s ) are shown for the three subsets, α helix, β strand and other, of backbone structure. The contours connect (θ s , ∆φ s ) loci of equal probability, the innermost regions being the most favorable isomeric states listed in Table 2 . The regions whose probabilities are at least four times larger than those expected from a uniform distribution of geometric variables are enclosed by the contours. The sidechain lengths corresponding to these isomeric states correlate readily, by a direct inspection of PDB
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Figure 3
Probability distributions of sidechain angles θ s and ∆φ s for Leu when the backbone is in (a) α-helical, (b) β-strand and (c) other structures. The innermost regions of the contours represent the highest probability states. Two sidechain isomeric states (SISs) are identified for Leu sidechains appended to α-helical backbones; the respective {θ i s , ∆φ i s } values are {120°, 210°} and {150°, 210°}, as seen in (a). In (b), the most probable SISs in β strands are found to be {100°, 180°} and {150°, 180°}, and in (c) only one state, {110°, 180°}, is distinguished. 
Construction of sidechains using the derived SIS
The adoption of the most probable SIS for constructing the sidechains in 50 test proteins led to the rmsds of the predicted structures presented in the Supplementary material published with this article on the internet. Where more than one isomeric state was available, the one leading to the lowest nonbonded energy was selected, after iteratively testing all accessible states for all residues. Usually three or four cycles over all sidechains were sufficient to attain the lowest-energy positions.
The nonbonded energies were calculated using the knowledge-based potentials derived by Jernigan and Bahar [30, 32] for residue-specific, distance-dependent interactions between pairs of sidechains (S-S) and sidechain-backbone sites (S-B). The energies of the calculated structures were generally higher than those of the PDB structures (Supplementary material). The average nonbonded energy per residue is -1.65 RT in the predicted structures, as opposed to -2.63 RT in PDB structures. The observed higher energies are due to the fact that the SISs do not necessarily optimize the nonbonded interactions. A higher flexibility in the assignment of sidechain conformations will be shown below to decrease the nonbonded energies to values comparable to those of the PDB structures. The rmsds of the predicted structures vary in the range 1.61 ≤ rmsd ≤ 3.31 Å, with a mean value of 2.40 Å.
As a further test of the validity of the SIS we focused on core residues. The term core residues is used here to describe the amino acids that have a coordination number of six or more on the basis of sidechain sites located within a spherical volume of radius 6.4 Å. The rmsds vary in the range 0.24 ≤ rmsd ≤ 2.79 Å in this case, with a mean value of 1.60 Å. A significant increase in the accuracy of sidechain positions is therefore observed when attention is confined to core residues. This confirms that a plausible strategy for constructing sidechains is to start from core residues and proceed towards those subject to a lower packing density.
Short-range conformational couplings between backbone and sidechain
To try to obtain a more accurate description of sidechain packing we considered the couplings between the geometric variables θ i , θ i s , φ i and φ i s . We evaluated the doublet probabilities P A (θ i , θ i s ), P A (θ i , ∆φ i s ), P A (θ i , φ i s ), P A (φ i , θ i s ), P A (φ i , ∆φ i s ) and P A (φ i , φ i s ) for all amino acids. Such pairwise couplings between backbone and sidechain geometric variables are referred to as second-order shortrange effects. We do not group the residues on the basis of three broad regions of backbone conformations (α helix, β strand and other) anymore, but instead scan fine regions, of mesh size 10° and 30°, respectively, for θ i and φ i angles. The above doublet probability distributions for all types of amino acids are available on the internet (http://klee.bme.boun.edu.tr).
The following approach is adopted for packing sidechains given all doublet probabilities, and backbone geometric variables θ i and φ i . First, the two probability maps P A (φ i , θ i s ) and P A (θ i , θ i s ) are consulted to estimate the most probable sidechain bond angles θ i s , and the four maps P A (θ i , ∆φ i s ), P A (φ i , ∆φ i s ), P A (θ i , φ i s ) and P A (φ i
for Tyr are shown in Figure 5a -f, respectively. Suppose the backbone bond angle (θ) is 90°a nd torsional angle (φ) is 60°. Then, from Figure 5a we obtain φ s = 60°+ 210° and 60°+ 300° as the most stable sidechain torsional angles; Figure 5b reproduces the same values for φ s . Figure 5c indicates φ s = 240° and 360°, as does Figure 5d . We therefore have three choices -240°, 270° and 360°-for φ s . On the other hand, we obtain θ s = 90° and 170° from Figure 5e , and 100° and 170° from Figure 5f , yielding a total of three distinct θ s values (90°, 100° and 170°). All nine combinations of the angles (θ s , φ s ) are tested for the examined residue and the one that yields the lowest nonbonded energy is selected. It should be noted that the angle pair selected at this stage can be modified at the next iteration, after assignment of all sidechain positions in the particular protein. Three or four cycles over all residues are generally sufficient for convergence to the lowest-energy isomers.
Consideration of the conformational couplings between backbone and sidechain conformations using the above combinatorial approach led to the following results. The rmsd values for the set of 50 test proteins are not significantly affected; the average rmsd values of sidechains in the core and all sidechains are 1.52 Å and 2.28 Å, respectively, values that are quite close to those obtained above from a crude consideration of the backbone (1.60 and 2.40 Å). The detailed consideration of the backbone geometry -apart from a broad classification as α helix, β strand and other -does not appear to have a significant effect on the accuracy of sidechain packing geometry. The refinements in sidechain positions are interestingly found to have a dramatic effect on stability, however. The total nonbonded potential decreases, on average, to -3.01 RT per residue, which is even below that calculated for native structures (-2.63 RT).
A significant increase in stability from -1.65 RT to -3.01 RT is therefore obtainable upon consideration of the detailed coupling between sidechain and backbone conformations, and the sidechain coordinates in the predicted structure deviate by about 2 Å from the known coordinates despite attaining an intramolecular potential even more favorable than that of the native structure. The latter point indicates that consideration of distance dependence of S-S and S-B interactions alone might be insufficient for finding the correct sidechain packing geometry, because a lower energy state than the native one is obtained although the average rmsd is still 1.6 Å in the core. An additional effect, that of specificity in S-S couplings, will be considered next as a possible source of improvement. It will be shown, in fact, that the consideration of the preferred (database-extracted [29] ) coordination geometry of S-S pairs affects the choice of the optimal packing, and leads to structures in which the distance-dependent nonbonded energies might be slightly higher, whereas the overall potentials (including both distance and direction dependence) are minimized.
Directional effects in S-S interactions
Our recent investigation of angular preferences of longrange interactions showed that S-S or S-B contacts can be selective, some coordination geometries being enhanced by a factor of ten or more relative to a random association Folding & Design [29] . Recent lattice studies also indicated a regularity in the packing of sidechains [27] . In view of these observations, the potentials of mean force associated with different coordination geometries of pairs of sidechains, available on the internet (http://klee.bme.boun.edu.tr), were also taken into account, together with the distancedependent S-S and S-B potentials considered above. The results are presented in the Supplementary material. The average rmsd for sidechains in the core is 1.35 Å; the average rmsd of solvent-exposed sidechains remains unchanged (2.28 Å). This is consistent with the fact that the drive for optimal packing of the sidechains is more pronounced for buried, tightly packed residues than for residues that have sufficient conformational freedom on the surface or at loosely packed regions.
A value of -2.60 RT is obtained for the average energy per residue after selecting the conformations leading the most favorable directional effects. This value includes the distance-dependent S-S and S-B potentials only, these being examined separately for comparison with the results obtained above. We note that this energy is higher than its counterpart (-3.01 RT) achieved at a previous stage, suggesting that conformations appearing to be less favorable on the basis of distance-dependent S-S and S-B energetics alone might become more favorable when we also consider directional effects. The fact that a lower rmsd with respect to native state coordinates is obtained for core residues suggests strongly that such corrections in sidechain packing are operative in the final folded structures. The detailed list for all test proteins is presented in the Supplementary material.
Core packing: how is it affected by different choices of potentials?
In the interest of exploring the accuracy level reached by adopting different choices of potentials, we first considered the simplest case, that of a hard-core repulsion between sidechain pairs closer than a critical distance. A separation of 2.0 Å is adopted as the closest distance of approach. S-S interactions are therefore either repulsive or equal to zero. Sidechain dihedral angles are varied at 30°i ntervals in their full range, whereas sidechain bond angles are assigned values of 90°± 20°, at 10° intervals. An iterative scheme over all sidechains is again adopted, until the lowest-energy conformation is reached. These analyses yielded an average rmsd of 3.96 Å for core residues, compared to their native counterparts. The average rmsd for all sidechains was 5.24 Å.
The adoption of a hard-core repulsion without an attractive part indicates, in a sense, the uppermost limit of error incurred in sidechain construction, with a knowledge of the backbone, in the present low-resolution model. A more realistic approach, also including the attractive potentials typical of S-S interactions in folded proteins, is to consider the so-called homogeneous potentials derived from PDB structures for all S-S pairs, irrespective of residue type [30, 32] . These potentials reflect the generic behavior of all amino acids in protein-like folded structures. A strong repulsion starting near 2.0 Å is observed, which is similar to the hard-core potential adopted above, but there are additionally two energy minima, near 5 and 10 Å, typical of the centers of the successive coordination shells around a central residue, which account for the attractive potentials favoring S-S contacts. The use of these potentials with θ s = 90°± 20° and ∆φ s = 210°± 50 along with the most probable residue-specific bond lengths (column 2 in Table 2 ) lead to an average intramolecular potential of -1.29 RT per residue, which is considerably weaker than the one (-2.63 RT) stabilizing the correctly folded structure. The mean rmsd value becomes 3.02 Å for all sidechains, and 2.35 Å for those in the core, that is, significantly better than those obtained with a purely repulsive hard-core potential, but not as good as that obtained with residue-specific SIS.
The average rmsd of core residues decreases from 3.96 Å to 2.35 Å, and then successively to 1.64 Å, 1.52 Å, and 1.35 Å, as the following respective approximations are used: repulsive hard-core; homogeneous potentials with both attractive and repulsive parts; residue-specific S-S and S-B potentials selecting the most probable state amongst database-extracted SISs; same as the preceding case, but with a more detailed consideration of backbone-sidechain couplings; and, finally, including directional effects in S-S pairings in addition to the preceding case.
As a final test, the effect of adopting another set of residue-specific S-S potentials on the third stage described above was checked. The same procedure is repeated with the van der Waals type potentials proposed by Park and Levitt [35] . These are distance-dependent versions of Miyazawa-Jernigan contact energies [36] . The average rmsd is 1.76 Å for core sidechains and 2.67 Å for all sidechains. These values are comparable to those obtained with the presently adopted [30] potentials. The slight increase in rmsd is understandable in view of the approximation involved in postulating the distance dependence of the contact potentials. A more detailed examination of the efficiency of different energy functions for discriminating native-like folds can be found elsewhere [35] .
Sensitivity of sidechain packing to shifts in backbone coordinates
The influence of slight shifts in backbone coordinates on the packing of sidechains was investigated by introducing uniformly distributed random errors in all C α coordinates. Our calculations indicate that the changes in the C α positions are not directly reflected on sidechain coordinates, provided that these remain within a certain limit (~1.5 Å rmsds). Thus, small uncertainties in backbone positions appear to be tolerated by sidechains at the expense of relatively smaller size displacements. Figure 6 illustrates the average rms changes in sidechain positions in the cores relative to their optimal packing positions, as a function of perturbations imposed on backbone coordinates.
It is interesting to observe that the distortions induced in sidechain positions as a result of the shifts in C α positions are considerably smaller than the shifts in the backbone coordinates. For example, a 1.0 Å rms change in backbone coordinates alters the sidechain positions by less than 0.5 Å on average. The accompanying change in the overall nonbonded interaction energy is also small, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 6 , in which the average energies per residue, expressed in RT units, are shown for successive shifts in backbone coordinates. Essentially, an average increase of about 0.2 RT per residue is observed in S-S and S-B interactions, as the C α atoms are perturbed by 2.0 Å. Interestingly, both the rmsds and energy values exhibit an inflection near 1-1.5 Å, suggesting that beyond a certain threshold, say 1.5 Å, the accommodating rearrangements of the sidechains become increasingly large in size and in energy requirement. This behavior is reminiscent of the previous modeling of protein conformations by automatic segment matching developed by Levitt [15] , in which an average all-atom rmsd of 1.78 Å was observed using known C α coordinates and results were almost insensitive to C α errors of up to 1 Å [15] .
Conclusions
The results obtained here show a level of accuracy comparable to a number of studies in the literature ( Table 1 ). The major difference is that a low-resolution model is explored here, as opposed to the atomic level approach used in those studies. Thus, sidechain sites can be constructed with an accuracy level of the order of atomic analyses, provided that inter-residue energetics is carefully evaluated. The library of residue-specific sidechain isomers for the present virtual bond model, the doublet probabilities for the couplings between backbone and sidechain conformations, and the Fortran code for determining the optimal packing, are available on the internet (http://klee.bme.boun.edu.tr), along with the input files required for the evaluation of conformational energetics.
An interesting observation was the significant improvement in the quality of sidechain packing as more and more details in both short-range and long-range inter-residue couplings were taken into consideration. Our analysis shows that consideration of effects such as the directionality and specificity in sidechain-sidechain packing improves the prediction of core residues, whereas it has a relatively small effect on surface residues.
The quality of packing was examined here in terms of two properties: the rmsd of sidechain sites from their counterparts in the crystal structures, and the total nonbonded potential of the predicted structure, determined by a summation over all S-S and S-B pairs. Although some structures might occasionally be energetically favorable from the point of view of certain interactions, the attainment of the lowest rms structures requires consideration of all effects, which might increase the potential energy associated with a given type of interaction at the expense of lowering the overall potential. For example, the contribution of the distance-dependent S-S and S-B energies to the equilibrium structures was -3.01 RT before the consideration of directional effects in S-S pairing, but raised to -2.60 RT after minimization of the overall potential. An increase in the distance-dependent interactions might therefore be afforded if a larger decrease in the overall potential is obtainable by optimizing the coordination angles. The lower rmsd attained in the core (an average of 1.35 Å as opposed to 1.60 Å) indicates the utility of considering the coordination geometry.
The successive stages of sidechain rebuilding and energy minimization for finding the optimal packing give an insight into the role of various factors such as hard-core repulsion or residue specificity during structure formation. For example, in the simplest approach of a hard-core potential with a 2.0 Å critical separation, sidechain positions exhibit an average rmsd of 5.24 Å (and 3.96 Å in the core) with respect to native structures. This value is decreased to 3.02 Å (and 2.35 Å in the core) upon consideration of the so-called homogeneous inter-residue potentials, calculated [30] from PDB structures as a generic interaction between all S-S pairs in protein-like folded structures, irrespective of amino acid type. Thus, without any knowledge of any residue specificity, it is possible to predict the position of sidechain interaction sites with an accuracy of 2.35 Å. The predicted structure is not sufficiently stable, however, as deduced from the nonbonded potential of -1.29 RT per residue on average, which can be compared to the native structure value of -2.63 RT.
If the specific types of sidechain are taken into consideration, both on a short range (for identifying the SIS) and on a long range (for choosing the most probable SIS in a particular tertiary context), again there is an appreciable improvement in rmsd values (2.40 Å and 1.60 Å). The energetics appear to be relatively insensitive at first (-1.65 RT). Slight readjustments, based on the couplings between backbone and sidechain conformational states and on the directional preferences of S-S pairs, lower the energy to -2.60 RT, however. We note that the average energy of the native structures was -2.63 RT per residue in the present low-resolution model, in perfect agreement with the final value reached in the predicted structure. The lowest rmsd values are 2.28 Å and 1.35 Å for all residues and core residues, respectively.
The final packing geometry attained in the core by the presently adopted combinatorial analysis and iterative scheme appears to be rather robust relative to small shifts in backbone coordinates, as can be seen in Figure 6 . This suggests that there is a more or less well-defined packing in the core of proteins that is controlled by specific sidechain interactions and directionality, which is tolerant to small changes, up to 1.5 Å, in the backbone geometry. Conversely, the backbone fold is commonly preserved in many point mutations, despite the slight changes in sidechain associations, which draws attention to the adaptability of overall protein structures to accommodate local structural perturbations without a substantial decrease in stability.
Materials and methods
Dataset
A set of 302 nonhomologous protein structures from the PDB were analyzed to identify the most probable conformational states of sidechain sites in our two-sites-per-residue model. The proteins used in these statistical calculations are listed on the internet [28] . 50 proteins were used for testing the accuracy of the proposed library and sidechain packing method. The PDB codes of these proteins are given in the Supplementary material.
Method
Sidechain virtual bond lengths. The distributions of the virtual B-S bonds for each type of residue were fitted as Gaussian curves; most residues show one peak, while some longer residues show two peaks. The probability distribution for a given residue (A) sidechain length is thus expressed as the bimodal distribution:
where a iA is the coefficient accounting for the fractional contribution of the i th (i = 1 and 2) peak such that a 1A + a 2A = 1, and P(l iA , σ iA ) is the normal distribution given by:
For illustrative purposes, results for Leu, Met, Trp and Lys are shown in Figure 2 . The B-S virtual bond length parameters for all residues are presented in Table 3 .
Grid search method and doublet probabilities. Sidechain torsional angle space was divided into 30° intervals, and sidechain bond angles into 10°grids for each type A of residue. The doublet probability for visiting a given grid {θ i s , φ i s } was found from the associated numbers N A of observations using:
Here, P A (θ i s , φ i s ) is the joint probability of observing residue type A in the i th torsional angle interval and j th bond angle interval, and the two summations in the denominator are performed over all grids accessible to θ i s and φ i s .
( ) ( ) ( ) Table S1 The first two columns are the PDB code and size (total number of residues) of the structures whose α-carbon coordinates have been used in calculations. Column 3 lists the corresponding numbers of core residues. Column 4 contains the nonbonded potential of mean force (or free energy) of the known structure reported in RT units, per residue basis. Its counterpart for the simulated structure -in which the sidechain positions are assigned from the most probable isomeric states (Table 2 ) -is presented in column 5. The rmsds of the predicted state presented in column 6 vary in the range 1.61 ≤ rmsd ≤ 3.31 Å, with a mean value of 2.40 Å. The rmsds of core residues, presented in column 7, vary in the range 0.24 ≤ rmsd ≤ 2.79 Å, with a mean value of 1.60 Å. *Energies are calculated from nonbonded S-S and S-B interaction potentials [30] . † First order effects take account of the coupling between ∆φ s and ∆θ s . See Table 2 for accessible SIS. ‡ Coupling effects refer to the pairwise interdependences between the backbone and sidechain geometric variables. Directional effects refer to preferences in coordination angles between sidechains [29] .
